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How Would You Manage Brent?

By Kristin Arnold

How would you handle the disrupHave you been watching NBC’s The
tive “Brent’s” on your team? Here
Apprentice this season? I am always
are some ideas that will help:
intrigued with the team skills the
Outline the Process. Especially
“Project Managers” use (or that NBC
shows us) to build their teams and acwhen a group is newly formed, take a
complish weekly objectives.
few moments to agree on
I was absolutely fascithe process you will use to
nated with Brent Buckman
brainstorm ideas. Then
of Team Synergy. As with all
follow it. In Brent’s case,
new teams that come tothe Project Manager (PM)
gether, he freely offered
wasn’t very consistent in
ideas (admittedly, some of
soliciting or evaluating the
them kinda weird, but some
ideas. Inconsistency
were plausible and creative)
breeds resentment.
which were immediately igSave Judgment.
nored or pushed aside.
Brainstorming is about
Unwilling to be ignored,
quantity, not quality. Like
he kept escalating the intena jigsaw puzzle, the team
Brent, Team Synergy
sity and passion of his comshould have brainstormed
ments and actions—much to NBC’s The Apprentice all their ideas without
the embarrassment of other
judgment. Once all the
team members. Ultimately, Brent was
ideas are out on the table, then the
“fired,” but not without a mound of frusevaluation should begin. All of
tration, verbal shouting matches and
Brent’s ideas were discounted or igless than stellar results.
nored on the spot.
After Brent was fired, it took the
Separate idea quality from the
team a few weeks to work through the
personality. After a few days, any
lingering side effects—some inherently
time Brent opened his mouth, the
bad habits needed to change before the
team shut down listening to him. Adteam could be productive again.
mittedly, keeping (continued on page 2)

George Mason in the Final Four!

By Kristin Arnold

I confess. I am not an avid fan of college sports. But this past month, my not-solittle neighborhood university had an unexpected moment in the spotlight. George
Mason University’s basketball team made it to the NCAA playoffs upsetting the topseeded UConn with a close win (86-84), outrebounding (37-34), while standing four
to six inches shorter than the competition.
In the opinion of the Washington Post, The Patriot’s trip to the Final Four was a
“hopeful moment for intercollegiate basketball, an example of how a program can
do well by playing the game...with integrity and passion”.
In a game where top high school stars are relentlessly scouted, recruited and
flattered by the big college powers, GMU lacks the resources and reputation to
recruit top athletes with height, talent, speed, coordination, etc.
For GMU, Coach Jim Larranaga looked for undervalued players with other
qualities–things that may be more important than sheer talent–love of the game,
character, the ability to work hard, learn and play for a team, not themselves. They
might be shorter, thinner, fatter than the “ideal” recruit,
but their heart is in
the game.
(continued on page 2)
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Facilitation Skills
for Project & Team
Based Environments
June 15-16, 2006
City Club at
Franklin Square
Washington D.C.
A specialized workshop for those
who manage complex projects
and business teams.
This workshop will provide you
with the skills and knowledge to
facilitate any team meeting:
♦ Increase the quality of group
decisions
♦ Increase group commitment
to decisions
♦ Enhance relationships among
team mates
♦ Decrease time of effective
implementation
For more information, call
Kristin Arnold at 800.589.4733
or see
www.FacilitationBasics.com
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Managing Disruptive People (continued from page 1)
an open mind is difficult to do when you have a preconceived notion about a person.
You don’t have to like everyone, but you must respect them for their contributions.
I Can Do This, Really. Rather than give Brent a meaningful role that involved his
strengths (maybe because they couldn’t find any...anywhere?), Brent was relegated to
menial tasks that affronted his sense of self worth. He couldn’t have been completely
worthless, given the fact that he was selected among thousands of applicants to be one
of 18 candidates. If you don’t know what your team members’ strengths are, ask. Pair
up tasks with strengths and developmental opportunities.
Hear Me! When Synergy ignored Brent, he just kept getting louder and more obnoxious. Most people want to be heard and acknowledged for their contributions.
One way to acknowledge what people have said is to write it down (that’s why I adore
flipcharts) and refer to it. At periodic intervals, especially at the end of the task, make
sure you acknowledge individual efforts as well as the team’s success.
Graciously Intervene. When Brent started acting up, the PM should have quickly
sensed the situation and intervened appropriately. Unfortunately, the most common
interventions are boss to employee—which doesn’t work as well in peer-based teams
where the PM can only influence but does not have positional authority. Most managers would pull the offender aside and have a heart-to-heart; however, team-based interventions can’t wait...they start at the least threatening level possible, generally involving the team (with or without their knowledge) and escalate up until the situation
has been resolved so the team can continue.
I firmly believe most people come to the team wanting to do a good job. The question to ask is “What is keeping that person from being able to contribute effectively.”
Often times, we like to point the finger at the offender; however, whenever you point a
finger, there are three fingers pointing back at you!
You’ll learn the specifics of these techniques and more at Kristin’s upcoming
seminar on Facilitation Skills for Project and Team-Based Environments.

GMU (continued from page 1)
“They don’t measure heart by inches,” Connecticut Coach Jim Calhoun said
afterward. “The don’t measure courage; they don’t measure basketball instinct and
intelligence. I tip my hat to their courage and to their conviction to staying with what
they have and to the incredible coaching job that Jimmy [Larranaga] did.”
Unlike many of the top players–whose primary college goal is to spend their junior
year in the NBA– the Patriots come from the Maryland suburbs and they got used to
playing with one another. Starter Tony Skinn said, “We have a lot of people on this
team that came from big-time high school programs but were too small in the big-time
[college programs]. Coach Larranaga saw something in us and said, ‘Hey, come play at
my school.’ We just worked so hard, day in and day out, fighting each other
literally...the victory we got today, we deserved it so much.”
I was even more surprised to learn that Mr. Larranaga suspended an important
player for the first game of the tournament. He commented in a TV interview that he
“might not have been so quick to suspend an important player for the first game of the
tournament if he hadn’t known that his athletic director and the university’s president
would back him up, whatever he did.” He had thorough support from the top and
dared to do what was right.
Most sports pundits thought GMU didn’t even deserve a spot in the 65-team
tournament. The Patriots showed them wrong. They demonstrated the power of
teamwork– and that it takes more than just explosive talent to win. It takes a host of
different attributes to make an extraordinary team. The Patriots are “not just a
winning team but an appealing bunch of young men led by a coach with a first-class
temperament and an understanding of the deeper meaning
of the sport”.
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What’s New at QPC Inc.
Did you know the jet stream caused my name to apmaterials like this newsletter. Even better, we can also
pear in USA Today national newspaper? As a registered use this technology to provide quality 11” x 17” handouts
“Road Warrior” with USA Today, I was interviewed
during out keynote and endnotes speeches for our cliabout my experience flying east to west coast with an
ents’ conferences, conventions and events!
unexpected fuel stop in Albuquerque. The reason?
And a big thank you goes out to you during this past
“Unusually strong February winds at high altitudes.”
year of transition. Specifically, I am delighted to be
Guess I should thank Mother Nature for the national
working with Bombardier Aerospace, Marathon Oil
publicity!
Company, Chief Executive Network, the County of BaltiI suppose you noticed we added a touch of color to
more, General Motors, United Auto Workers, Closets By
our newsletter? It’s all part of a larger plan to improve
Design and Ethos Inc. I am very fortunate to have been
the quality of our communications with you.
providing team/facilitation services and training for
13 years (since 1993—my, how time flies) and I look
After eleven years of publishing the extraordinary
forward to working with you in the future.
team newsletter, we converted most of our subscripIn case you missed our announcement on the
tions to an electronic format via an email with a
first
page, I am holding a public seminar on Falink to an Adobe Acrobat (pdf) file. In case
cilitation
Skills for Project and Teamyou’re wondering, the link is always the same:
Based
Environments
on June 15-16 in Washhttp://extraordinaryteam.com/<season><yy>.
ington
DC.
If
you
are
leading
or facilitating a
pdf. For example, this issue is at http://
project
or
cross
functional
team,
this workshop is
extraordinaryteam.com/spring06.pdf. You
specifically designed for you! We are offering a
can also find back issues (winter, spring, fall
$100 discount off the published rate of $895
and winter) using the same URL.
for our newsletter subscribers—so register now
However, there are a few clients and advoat www.FacilitationBasics.com.
cates who prefer a hard copy mailed to them.
Enjoy the springtime...the cherry blossoms
While this takes a tad bit more energy
are just gorgeous this time of year!
(and cost), we invested in the techKristin Arnold, MBA, CMC, CPF, CSP
Kristin
Master Facilitator and Executive Team Specialist
nology to print color “tabloid” size

Practical Team Activities: The Web We Weave
The Web We Weave
To demonstrate the interrelationships
and importance of each team member
Time: 10-20 minutes
Nr. of Participants: 5 people or more
Materials: A ball of yarn

As a way to bring closure to individual contributions to the team’s
success, ask the team to sit in a circle. Hold a ball of yarn in your hand
and begin the process by saying, “We
all are important to this team’s success. And we couldn’t have been
successful without your individual
contributions. So let’s celebrate and
thank our teammates. Here’s how I
suggest we proceed: I’ll start by saying I would like to thank (Name) for
(accomplishment). For example, I’d
like to thank Larry for staying late
one night, when I knew it wasn’t

convenient, to finish compiling the
numbers for the team.”
Once you have thanked the person, wrap the yarn around your finger, and throw the ball to that person. Then they thank someone
else, wrap the yarn around the finger, and throw the ball to the person they thanked, etc.
After several passes, we start to
weave a web of interconnectivity
and dependence on each team
member. (Yes, there is a risk that
one or two team members didn’t
pull their weight…usually the team
will make sure they get included
somehow, but the message does get
sent in a subtle manner that they,
in fact, did not pull their weight!)
Continue until the activity appears to slow
down, but
check with the
3 team first.

Once, I was surprised that the team
was having such a great time, they
wanted to continue!
At the end, ask the team to look at
the web we weave. “We are only as
strong as all of us. And then look at
what happens when we aren’t there
to help each other. Please, take the
yarn off your finger.” The yarn
looses its beautiful shape and form!
Or, ask one team member to grab
as much yarn as they can. See how
one person can affect the balance of
the team dynamic.
The Web We Weave is one of
the activities from Kristin’s book,
Team Energizers.
You can find this book at
www. ExtraordinaryTeam.com
or any online bookseller.
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Mr. vom Baur’s Magic

From the Bookshelf

by Jim Ball

by Kristin Arnold

As a professional meeting facilitator, I am a huge advocate of asking
powerful questions. One of the best books on the subject is Dorothy
Strachan’s Questions That Work: A Resource for Facilitators, ISBN 09688036-0-1. This book has two parts: First, how to ask great questions including the types of questions, how to create questions, helpful
tips, tools and techniques throughout the questioning process, as well
as an excellent section on the ethics of questioning.
The second half of the book is devoted to five specific situations: 1)
Opening a session, 2) Enabling action, 3) Thinking critically, 4) Addressing issues and 5) Closing a session. There are over 700 sample
questions included...to spark your thinking and help prepare for a oneon-one conversation or with your team.
I use this book in preparation for team discussions, helping me to
think through the scenarios and how I can use powerful questions to
invite participation, engage discussion, clarify issues, probe for examples, check inferences, build a consensus, close discussion...and the list
goes on! I always prepare a few questions to stimulate the discussion,
and I also think through “what if” scenarios: What if no one responds?
What if the responses are diametrically different? Or eerily the same?
Never leave home without a few Questions that Work in your back
pocket!

Martha, the Colander By Merge Gupta-Sunderji
Martha used to be one of my employees. She’s memorable because
no matter what new idea or initiative was proposed, she had a similar
negative response: “Tried that three years ago, didn’t work then, ain’t
going to work now” (always accompanied by a dramatic eye roll).
Dealing with naysayers can be exasperating, but Marthas can actually be a source of strength...if you can change your perspective about
them.
Think of Martha as an everyday kitchen utensil—the colander. A
colander is used to strain liquid from bulkier foods
such as pasta. You pour the boiling pasta into the
colander, the water runs out through the holes,
and the good stuff is left behind. Your Martha can
serve the same function.
Most Marthas have been around for a few years;
they’ve seen initiatives succeed and fail. More importantly, your Martha probably has some very good insights into why
things succeeded or failed, information that could be invaluable to the
team. If you can see beyond the frustration and use Martha as a colander, you will convert her negative energy into a powerful resource.
When she says “That won’t work”, ask her “Why don’t you think it
will work?” Or ask, “What could we do differently to make it work?” It
may take some effort initially to extract an answer from her, but if you
are able to engage her in a dialogue so that the water runs through and
the good stuff is left behind, you’ve just turned your source of frustration into a source of strength!
Reprinted with permission. © 2006 Merge Gupta-Sunderji.
www.mergespeaks.com
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When I was just starting my career, I had
the opportunity to do some work for the
then prominent attorney named Trowbridge
vom Baur.
Silver haired and effervescent, Mr. vom
Baur had a way with people that was remarkable. I recall the first time I was ushered into his office to meet him. He popped
up from his chair, came around from behind
his desk, and shook my hand with a
“double.”
He too my right hand in his right hand
and place his left hand on top of mine. He
looked at me straight on, smiled with twinkling eyes and said, “Brother Ball, how very
nice to see you. Come have a seat.”
They say that first impressions count and
that was clearly the case with my meeting
Mr. vom Baur. Not everyone can offer a
double handshake, call someone “Brother,”
and have it come off well.
Beyond his charismatic gestures, what I
remember most about my first meeting with
Mr. vom Baur is how he acknowledged me.
He did not take a moment to finish what he
was doing. He did not say, “I’ll be with you
in a second.” He looked up and gave me his
full attention the moment I entered his office.
I admit that I was a bit intimidated when
I had entered Mr. vom Baur’s office. It was
a big office and he was a powerful man.
However, he instantly set me at ease and
magically somehow made me feel confident
and even important.
To me that was one of Mr. vom Baur’s
greatest gifts in life—his ability to make others feel good about themselves and believe
in themselves.
As I have thought about this over the
years, I now realize that it was not Mr. vom
Baur’s double handshake that made me feel
so good. It was his respect for me. By acknowledging me and paying close attention
to me, he told me I was important.
It may sound corny, but I think this is a
message we all want to hear. And what better way is there to tell people they are important than to acknowledge them and be
with them in the moment?
Reprinted with permission. © 2004 The
Goals Institute. www.goalpower.com

